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It's an awfully bad game, don't lost any time or money on it, basic, boring, repetitive. It's the worse simple Roguelike I ever seen
just hidden behind fancy graphics.. Indie mastah-piece. Ok serious now, the game is like a one trick pony, except the trick was
masterfully executed and you wouldn't mind watching it again for another 10 hours. The controls are fast and responsive. You
are equiped with a sword that can slash as fast as you can click. Granted it would tank your stamina immediately. You also have
a few guns to choose from. You can customize a few gear items, shoes, swords, and even cigarettes (GOTY). You also have an
adrenaline bar that fills up as you cut down enemies and it can be used for 2 powerful moves. The gameplay is what ties all these
together and makes something incredibly addicting. You can only slashfor a certain amount of times before your stamina runs
out, so it would be essential for a gun to be given to you so you can mow down enemies while recovering stamina. Your bullets
can regenerate slowly, or you can kill enemies to get bullets back faster. This incentivizes using both of your weapons to last as
long as you can. The combat has a ton of depth and if you pay close enough attention, you can find new an interesting ways to
slaughter your foes. The soundtrack playing in the background is also a banger. Perfectly fitting with the cyberpunk tone. The
music starts out calm, but as you rack up kills, it starts picking up to be more dynamic. The pixel art itself is well made and you
can tell they put a lot of effort into the little things outside of gameplay. It gives you that sense that this world is real, despite it
being in a game and all pixeley. There are even challenges you can do to unlock more gear. All in all, I've had a great experience
with this game. Give these devs your money because they've got some really creative and interesting ideas.. This method of
locomotion should be by default used in all VR games. Very immersive even if it looks a bit goofy, but hey VR usually does.
Helps a lot with movement related nausea.

I highly recommend this tool for all VR players. Especially for those who suffer from motion sickness.. So I finished this game
in half an hour. I don't why or how I did that. The plot was threadbare - things happen inexplicably, and then end with the same
lack of reason or logic. To call this a walking simulator is an insult to games like Firewatch and Gone Home, where walking
around allows the narrative to unfold. With no narrative or gameplay of which to speak of, I spent half an hour being mostly
bored, slightly confused.. Terrible. Horrible game play. 1995 graphics.. Deus ex with vampires. I played the game with no mods
and had to follow a community guide to get over a memory issue. Only in game issues I found were clipping errors and
resolution problems on the maps and the hud.

Great rpg let down by the later missions. Fighting endlessly spawning enemies that are now 5x stronger than they were was not
fun. Made all my levelling up obsolete. But up to that point I was really enjoying it. Good story and interesting game dynamics,
you can see where later games have taken inspiration. Combat is varied, the stealth is laughably easy and there is little hand
holding. All positives for me. 8\/10. A very good anime-style visual novel, with a few crimey-wimey (timey-wimey Dr Who
ref!) puzzles in it, as well as a coupla trivia quizzes! The characters and their story lines are well thought out, as well as umm...
well-drawn... once this is completed, definitely a 10/10!

NOTE: zomg, ZOMG, FINISH IT PLEEEASE!!! DON'T PULL A "GEORGE R R MARTIN" ON US!!!!

ANOTHER NOTE:  Max's sister  should get the  Ice powers  if you're going the full  elemental trio  route  with the
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oh please can you make more games like this game was so short it was over before it began finished it one sitting 2hours. its a
shame it ended so quickly. Great game for those who love the thrill of a good grind and the doozens of possibilities from
creating your own unique party. With dozens of girls to choose from and tons of growth potential from each character it really
can get crazy. My only complaint would hav to be the random crashes that occur from time to time. With that in mind still a
great game to play.. Like it! Wish there were game to hunt... and fresh water (maybe I've not found it yet?)

The interface is decent... a bit cumbersome at times... the walking speed is too slow, and so far I've not discovered a way to split
items in inventory (20 logs, to 10+10 logs for example).

A bit early on for me... the crafting tree is huge.
. False advertisement. There is only one puzzle. The games are well done it just feels a little bare like one room out of a larger
social VR experience. minus the social part.

I wouldn't Not recommend it. It's a decent time killer.. You should not pass this early access title by. The many pros outweigh
the cons, the few drawbacks being common of any sort of strategy game.

Pro:
1. Very colorful, fun graphics. Nice to look at.
2. System requirements are low, and it runs great.
3. The soundtrack is relaxing and interesting.
4. A good combination of many game genres.
5. It is easy to like the characters.
6. Excellent writing, with funny references that anyone will understand.
7. Innovative Gameplay
8. It will give steam achievments in the future
9. Less bugs
10. Great Dev team! They maybe add your ideas, too.
11. Fair price!!

The Not-So-Bad:
1. More voices would be great
2. The waving on the Start and Menu screens is a little distracting.

Overall, this is a great game that combines many different genres. It does not seem incomplete, but it would be nice if the Mims
had voices, also. No gameplay issues! No crashing or bugs that I could see. Very good.

If you liked this review or want to see more recommended games, be sure to follow our curator group: Follow Original Curator
Group. Very cool game. 4 player local is sooo much fun. Its pure chaos and the best is you can enter the mech of the enemy.
Slam dunk by cutting the rocket engine is also way to cool.. Sol Survivor

This Tower Defense game has earned a glowing review.
I'm a little shocked I haven't written a review before. But
then again, the steam community and user reviews still
didn't exist when many of the hours were clocked.

Sol Survivor might be one of the most underrated Tower
Defense games out there. It has a well balanced mix of
tower placement and active abilities for support. And if
you've got some friends to play it with, the coop is a
blast. I'd say it's the most enjoyable Tower Defense
coop experience next to Iron Brigade and Sanctum 2.
Depending on your tastes of course. Though you can't
compare those three, as Sol Surivor is top down.

I'm not in the mindset for a detailed review at the moment.
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I will revisit this with some more useful information. If you
have a particular question, feel free to drop me a line.
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